
Metro Louisville, across the
Ohio River from southeastern
Indiana, has benefited from
the consolidation of city and
county government.

I
t was the city of Louisville’s longest run for the roses. What began nearly 40 years ago as
a quest to consolidate the city government with that of outlying Jefferson County became
a reality in January 2003. In the short time since, metropolitan Louisville has landed in
the winner’s circle.

The city-county merger eliminated an $18 million shortfall in revenue by cutting
redundant operations and services, not to mention giving Louisville an instant image

makeover – going from a second-tier city that was the 67th largest in the country (by population)
to a first-tier city that ranks 16th and is more attractive for economic development efforts.

Indianapolis’ sister city to the south now sits squarely in the spotlight – looked upon as a
national model of success for local government merger in the 21st century. Among the interested
observers: Indiana’s trio of cities with major consolidation initiatives on the table – Evansville,
Fort Wayne and Indianapolis.

Journey to efficiency and effectiveness
Louisville’s first referendum on government consolidation came in 1956 (with a call for

action on the issue dating back to 1947). Efforts followed in 1982, 1983 and 2000, when it
passed by a vote of 54% to 46%. What finally clicked?

“It was really an alignment of stars that if we had to do it again today I’m not sure it could
happen,” Metro Louisville Deputy Mayor Joan Riehm offers. “I don’t know that anybody could
guarantee it would happen again. I think you will find that people are pretty content with
merged government, but my point is that today the same alignment of stars is not necessarily
there as it was in 2000, when multiple and complex issues existed that led us to take action.”

Heading that list was concern about the city’s economic competitiveness. “While we were doing
okay, the city’s business leadership saw that Indianapolis to the north of us and Nashville to the
south of us, both of which are merged (in some fashion), as well as other communities with
which we compete for jobs and bright young talent, were getting ahead a lot faster,” Riehm explains.

“There was a feeling that we had to
do something more dramatic and more
compelling to even keep up, much less try
and get ahead of some of those competitor
cities. Merger was seen as a huge giant
step forward that would immediately break
us out of the pack, get us into a different
level of consideration by economic entities
and by a populace. It was simply the right
thing to do,” she states.

A great urge for unity also existed
in the Louisville area. Riehm notes, “There
was fairly continuous disagreement over
the years between the city and county
governments over various things ...
because of the inevitability of conflict
when there are two governments with
two different interests.”
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The caché of Louisville increasing its national visibility by
increasing its size, along with the efficiency arguments, as well
as required representation from all parts of Jefferson County –
some of which hadn’t seen this in the county council’s 200
years – in the new government were also strong selling points.

Fittingly, a symbolic final straw for the basketball-loving
state of Kentucky involved Louisville’s inability to capture the
Charlotte Hornets NBA team when it was bidding for relocation. 

“Of course to do that with the Hornets we had to build an
arena and the county executive was opposed, thinking that we
couldn’t afford it; the mayor was for it. So we didn’t build, and
this was one of the reasons that we lost the bid for the team,”
Riehm recalls. “It pushed the business leaders to try once again
for unified government.” 

New approach
Only this time, the proponents of the 2000 campaign also

decided to change two fundamental tactics. 
In past efforts, each merger task force was comprised of

all sorts of combinations of citizens, officials and business
leaders. This last time, according to Riehm, they opted for a
more radical approach.

“The decision was made by our legislative leaders, in conjunction
with our local leaders, to have all the elected officials in the city
and county serve as the merger task force,” she explains. “The
theory being that if they could reach consensus, presuming
they represented their constituents, that would mean whatever
plan they came up with presumably would have some popularity
with the citizens.”

Next was an overhaul of how the merger message was conveyed
to the public. A team of spokespeople representing the different
interests and areas of the community was assembled.

“We had a sitting Democrat mayor along with a sitting
Republican county executive, who was from the southwestern
part of the county that always felt left out. They also enlisted
the aid of former Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson, who was
extremely popular, and Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell,
a former county executive from the two times that merger
failed in the ’80s,” Riehm describes. “It was a bipartisan effort of
people who have powerful government leadership as opposed
to the previous sort of traditional, public interest campaigns.”

That said, there were still major arguments that Louisville
officials had to satisfy in order for the public to embrace
consolidation. Among them, the belief that taxes will go up
and services will go down.

“We had to convince them that it wouldn’t happen and
then, when the new government was formed, we had to make
sure it didn’t happen,” Riehm says. They did just that. The
three different tax and service levels that existed before the
merger still are in place today.

Riehm asserts that the notion of taxes increasing due to
government merger is a fallacy. 

“When you think about it, if you’ve got two governments
and they each have tax revenue, the only thing you’re changing
is that instead of two executives you have one and instead of
having two human resource directors you have one, etc. You

should save money. 
“You don’t have to raise taxes, and, in fact, we have a whole

laundry list of ways we saved money (i.e. $700,000 annually in
executive branch salaries by combining the two),” she asserts.

Implementation takes shape
The end result of the government reorganization is Metro

Louisville, which has a mayor and a
26-member council. While there was a
complex set of factors that led Louisville
and Jefferson County down this road,
the referendum’s concept was a rather
simple one, making it an attractive case
study for other parts of the country.

“The only thing that the merger
called for was the combining of the
executive and legislative branches into
one,” Riehm clarifies. “The thing that
surprises a lot of people is that we did not
merge our suburban cities. At that time, we had 94 incorporated
suburban cities and 21 volunteer fire districts in the county
served by suburban fire departments. None of those was affected
and that was part of the plan. 

“A lot of people – civic and government leaders – think of
merger as having to merge everything and that’s why it seems
so impossible. When they find out what we did was really just
an administrative merger, sort of an executive merger, it seems
more doable to a lot of communities,” she notes.

Specifically, in the ratified 2000 referendum, a mandate was
included that the merger of all metro services be left up to the
new government. “Theoretically, the new mayor could have
been elected (in 2002) and not merged anything,” Riehm states. 

However, when former mayor Abramson was a successful
candidate for the newly expanded office in 2002, he did so by running
on the platform that he was going to merge everything from day one. 

“Mayor Abramson went into office having only one human
resource director, one police chief, one public works director,
etc. And, where we hadn’t found the right person yet, we have
since filled those positions,” Riehm notes.

Indianapolis Mayor Bart Peterson has been a public admirer
of Louisville’s effort. His own 2004 Indianapolis Works proposal
was spurred on by that area’s accomplishment, particularly in
the public safety realm, which is the local component not yet
in place and is at the crux of Peterson’s plan.

“Louisville is a nice, recent example of a successful consolidation
in a relatively large city that resulted in some substantial savings
for the community,” praises Indianapolis Deputy Mayor Melina
Kennedy. “It’s reaffirmation there are still current success stories
in this area that can be realized.” 

Advice and alternatives 
While the road to Metro Louisville was long, there were

glimmers of actual consolidation along the way, points out Riehm.
Among others, the two governments already had a merged

Parks Department, Purchasing Department and Disaster and
Emergency Services Department.

Continued on page 52
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The state’s major local government consolidation efforts
are all different in scope and at different stages, yet
one thing is necessary before any can come to fruition –

a basic charter government bill must be passed by the Indiana
General Assembly that gives a local government the authority
to structure its government to best fit its needs.

Fort Wayne
“We need to unshackle the innovation, the potential

for local units of government to work together, to collaborate
to save money,” remarked Fort Wayne Mayor Graham Richard
at the Indiana Chamber’s fall board of
directors meeting in November.

Until then, Fort Wayne continues to
pick away at the government inefficiencies
that it can, one by one, much like Louisville’s
pre-merger approach. According to
Richard, the city has saved almost $11
million in its budget by implementing
such measures as realigning fire personnel,
reducing street light inventory and
changing the take-home car policy.

The city has also helped economic
development efforts by significantly
shortening the wait for a building permit,
from 47 days to 12.

As for legislative hopes, Fort Wayne/
Allen County has sights on the 2006
session. The area is currently awaiting
the results of a two-year state study
commission on consolidation, with a
final plan to follow.

Indianapolis
In August, Indianapolis Mayor Bart

Peterson – believing that the metro area’s
Uni-Gov model needed an overhaul – unveiled Indianapolis
Works, a reform package to simplify and streamline local
government. The plan would create countywide police and
fire departments, cut 63 elected offices and eliminate seven
of Marion County’s nine townships – with a forecasted annual
savings of $35 million.

Indianapolis Deputy Mayor Melina Kennedy says the overall
response to the proposal has been very positive. “We’ve seen
a lot of support from different entities, particularly in much
of the business community.” While there has been understandable
opposition from those who have a specific job at stake,
Kennedy states, “We see a bigger picture in terms of overall
efficiency in government that we think overrides that concern.”

Mayor Peterson’s team is now actively working with state
government – the governor’s office and other key leaders –
to move Indianapolis Works forward.

“Our goal is to work on this initiative through this legislative

session, as well as into the next one,” Kennedy notes. 

Evansville
Meanwhile in southern Indiana, the Evansville/Vanderburgh

County Unification Study Committee has just released its
three-year plan to implement a metropolitan government. The
proposal looks very similar to what worked for Louisville, with the
merger consisting of only the legislative and executive branches.

The proposal gives broad authority to the mayor, deputy
mayor/manager and a 13-member metro council to then
restructure local government as they deem appropriate. This

marks a fundamental difference
between the new effort and the
failed VandiGov merger plan that
voters rejected 30 years ago.

“Overall, probably the most
controversial part of this is the
structure – combining the two
councils into one, doing away
with town commissioners and
having one elected mayor,” assesses
Phil Fisher, Ph.D., the unification
study coordinator. “While there
are some people who have concerns
about that much centralized power,
in this day and age I think it’s
possible to hold the mayor and
council accountable; they still
have to be elected.”

Ultimately, Fisher states, “We
need to persuade elected officials –
our state senators and representatives –
that this idea (of centralized
government) is popular. We will
do this by building public support,
then demonstrating public support.” 

Concern over taxation loomed large in 1974, but Fisher is
more optimistic about that factor today, thanks to a system modeled
after what worked first in Lexington, Kentucky and now Louisville.
“The system provides for different taxing districts, for people to
be taxed according to services provided in that area, and then a
process for making changes as services are extended,” he explains. 

The next steps include refining the proposal through
February, then holding a series of public hearings and finalizing
the plan by summer’s end. The all-important date with the
state Legislature is slated for January 2006.
Resources: Evansville/Vanderburgh County Unification
Study Committee at www.citycountystudy.com/

City of Fort Wayne at www.cityoffortwayne.org/
restructuring.htm

Indianapolis Works at
www.indygov.org/eGov/Mayor/IndyWorks/home.htm

Mayors Bart Peterson of Indianapolis (top) and Graham
Richard of Fort Wayne discuss local government efficiency
efforts with the Chamber board of directors.

Indiana Cities Take Different Approaches 
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“For anyone thinking you have to start with merger, my
first suggestion would be to weigh whether to plunge right in
and do it, or consider doing what we did. We first merged a
number of city and county departments,” Riehm explains. 

Louisville also had countywide sewer, transit and water
districts, instead of the often-seen separate, multiple ones. And
in the early ’80s, after two more failed merger votes, the next
mayor and county executive formed a revenue sharing compact,
whereby they were able to stop city-county disputes over annexation,
the sharing of tax revenue and how to run the joint agencies.

Declares Riehm, “There are lots of different things that you
can do besides merger that can achieve efficiency and cooperation
between city and county which could lay the groundwork for
merger – if you ever want to do that; but if you don’t, these steps
will still get you closer to the idea of government cooperation.”

When it comes to that notion, Riehm is quick to point
out that Indianapolis “has been the city that Louisville has
looked to over the decades as one of the shining models.”

As Indianapolis looks to take its Uni-Gov system one step
further to include consolidation of public works (e.g. police)

and certain township functions, Riehm offers a few thoughts.
“Given what I think is the success that Indianapolis has enjoyed

with its strong government and economic success, one of the
arguments that the city might want to consider is, what is it
going to take for Indianapolis to be economically competitive
in the next decade, the next century?

“The truth is that the old things that we all used to do just
aren’t enough anymore. So, it seems to me from what Mayor
Peterson has said that you all are feeling what Louisville felt – the
need to ratchet your competitiveness up a couple of notches … half
a loaf is not going to get Indianapolis where it wants to go in terms
of being a major competitor city and dynamic urban area. It’s going
to have to go for the whole enchilada, which means forging ahead
and fully completing the merger that was started so many years ago.”

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Metro Louisville Deputy Mayor Joan Riehm at
(502) 574-8141 or www.loukymetro.org/

Indianapolis Deputy Mayor Melina Kennedy at 
(317) 327-3687 or www.indygov.org/home.htm

Government Efficiency
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